VITTORATOS: Yes it does. If the d epth of the explosion is small, then the strength of the shock wave may be large enough to crack the ice, or even to eject some of it. In that case the present approach is not appropriate. For a cracked surface it is difficult to write an expression for the pressure on the ice surface caused by the incompressible expansion of the bubble. One expedient, if not correct, limit, is to assume that the ice b ehaves as a free surface; for a heavily damaged sheet this may not be a bad approximation. Venting of the bubble at an early stage will decrease the damage to the ice sheet. It should b e noted that the consideration of the interac tion of a shock wave with the ice presents considerable difficulties because of diffraction effects and possible cavitation at the ice-water interface.
ABSTRACT. \tVith the present increase of commer cial activity in the Arctic O cean , there is a growing need for advanced engineering techniques and instrum entation. This paper discusses the application, design and testing of an acoustic ranging system used to measure the motion of sea ice at potential ice-platform drilling locations in the Cana dian Arctic. DISCUSSIO N \tV. F. W EEKS: R oughly how much would this system cost and how much lateral displacem ent of th e ice can yo u tolerate before your system stops fun ctioning ? R. CLARK: The cos t is about $20 000 with $2 000 of this being an irrecoverabl e cost of the pinger. The horizontal range of the system is 1.5-2 km.
K . R . C ROASDALE: Doesn' t the horizontal range also d ep end on water d epth ?
CLARK: Yes. The value decreases with d ecreased water d epth. In the previous case, the value r eferred to d epths of 300-400 m. VI!. ST. LAWRENCE: What type of batteries are you using that operate at -50°C? CLARK: We are using lead-acid batteries that have a concentrated acid a nd are d esigned for low discharge. These are very cost-effective and have o p erated successfull y over four months with considerable capacity remaining.
ST. LAWRENCE: Are you telemetering the data ? CLARK: Yes, development of satellite transmission of the data is unde rway at present and will be availabl e for this winter's field season. D. T . MELDR UM : Your technique reli es on the measurem ent of the small difference in arrival time of the pulse at the receivers to give the position of the ice. Changes in lateral position are inferred from changes in these small differ ences. However , vertical tilting of the ice mass could give ri se to similar changes; and in fact the system will be much more sensitive to this than to lateral motion since path-length changes are effected more directly. Have you evidence whe th e r vertical motion is involved ? CLARK: V ertical ice suction is sm a ll with resp ect to the water d epth and thus d oes not noticeably influen ce the measurem ents. V ertical tilting over a short p eriod would be partially considered by the averaging during the data-co llection state, in this period 64 signa ls are averaged to give the single hourly r eading. Tilting over a longer p eriod would appear in the hourly readings taken. Problems associated with the movement of the ice are still being considered .
R . FREDERKING: Are you planning to carry out the development of this apparatus to the p oint where it can be used operationally in a drilling operation? CLARK: Yes . At present the data is coll ected in a raw, unprocessed form on magnetic tape . D evelopment is under way to use a mini-compu ter for on-si te processing and real-time di splay. S. F. ACKLEY: Have you attempted to correlate the ice-motion measurements with the m easured m eteorological a nd oceanographic parameters? CLARK: No, the data has only b een obtained r ecently (July 19 76) and it is currently under study.
ACKLEY: Acoustic releases may be useful for r ecovering the pingers.
CLARK: This has been used on current m eters installed in open water. However, with an ice cover, the problem is not to get the pinger to the surface, but to r ecover it from under the ice.
S. C. COLBECK: How much later a l ice motion can a floa ting drill-rig stand before it is no longer possibl e to re-enter the drill hole? CLARK: The " rule-of-thumb" accepted by the oil industry is 5 % of the water d epth. Beyond this limit, stresses are generated in the drill pipe and re-entry also b ecomes more difficult. 
ABSTRACT.
A " hydraulic" model of the motion of bed-type snow avalanches is developed, its qualitative particularities are discussed , and results of comparison of prediction and observations are presented. The proposed model allows calculation of the parameters of motion of snow avalanches possibl e for a given bed depending on the snow situation and other conditions. The characteristics concerned are the distribution of velocities averaged over the cross-section of the flow and the thickness of snow in an avalanche at every instant of its motion.
The class of avalan ches considered is tha t in which a compact snow flow moves along a distinct avalanche bed consisting of an accumulation region , a b ed , and an avalanche cone.
It is proposed to model the avalanche bed with a certain inclined and curved channel of given
